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Abstract. This paper illustrates the application of abstract compilation

using multiple incarnations of the domain Prop in deriving type depen-

dencies for logic programs. We illustrate how dependencies can be derived

in the presence of both monomorphic and polymorphic type information.

Type dependencies generalize the recently proposed notion of directional

types as well as the more common notion of groundness dependencies. Di-

rectional types have proven useful in a number of applications such as in

proving termination. These applications, however, are based on type dec-

larations. The main contribution of this paper is in the simplicity in which

non-trivial type dependencies are inferred using abstract compilation and

by associating each type with an incarnation of Prop. We illustrate the

use of a semantics for open logic programs in maintaining space e�cient

analyses. Time e�ciency is also maintained due to approximation of the

type domain in a boolean lattice calling on results of universal algebra.

1 Introduction

One of the foremost problems in providing e�cient implementations for logic pro-

gramming languages is the absence of the notions of types and modes in these

languages. Acknowledging this state of a�airs, the literature is rich in contribu-

tions with the common aim of providing adequate type and mode information

to aid compilers in overcoming this obstacle (see for example [23]). Two main

streams can be identi�ed among these contributions. In one stream, type de�ni-

tions are added to programs and each predicate provided with a type declaration.

Then, type checking is performed to guarantee that programs are well-typed. In

this approach the meaning of a program may be restricted to consider only those

behaviors which conform to the type declaration. In the other stream, type infer-

ence is employed to determine (approximations of) the types of the arguments of

a given program.

The notion of directional types, originally proposed in [24] and more recently

in [1, 18], integrates the concepts of types and modes, resulting in a powerful form

of information which has proven useful in several applications [6, 18]. The main

result in these works is a procedure for verifying that a program is well-typed with

respect to a given set of directional type declarations. In this paper we introduce

the concept of type dependencies which generalize directional types and express



information concerning the set of possible directional types for a given program.

Type dependencies generalize also the notion of groundness dependencies using

the domain Prop described in [9]. Given a set of type de�nitions, type dependen-

cies are inferred rather than declared. Hence, our approach falls between the two

main streams. On the one hand, we require a given set of type de�nitions which

may be provided either by a prior type inference phase or by a programmer. On

the other hand, we infer the type dependencies of a program with respect to these

de�nitions. This approach is termed type reconstruction in [26] and is adopted

also in [3]. Our approach evolves from the groundness dependencies analysis de-

scribed in [9] which uses the domain Prop. The resulting analysis is similar to that

obtained in [3] using abstract interpretation. The advantage of our approach is the

simplicity in which we obtain an implementation of a non-trivial type analysis.

The domain Prop [21, 13] is an elegant and powerful abstract domain which

has successfully been applied to provide a range of di�erent semantic based de-

pendency analyses. The most common of these is the groundness dependency

analysis for which Prop was initially developed. Recent experiments indicate that

Prop based analyses are both e�cient [19, 12, 9] and easy to develop [9]. Briey,

elements of Prop are propositional formulae which specify dependencies over the

variables occurring in a logic program.

[t]

append(Xs,Ys,Zs) : � append(Xs,Ys,Zs) : � append(Xs,Ys,Zs) : �

Xs = [], ground(Xs), nil(Xs),

Ys = Zs. Ys = Zs, Ys = Zs,

append(Xs,Ys,Zs) : � append(Xs,Ys,Zs) : � append(Xs,Ys,Zs) : �

Xs = [X|Xs1], iff(Xs,X,Xs1), list(Xs,Xs1),

Zs = [X|Zs1], iff(Zs,X,Zs1), list(Zs,Zs1),

append(Xs1,Ys,Zs1). append(Xs1,Ys,Zs1). append(Xs1,Ys,Zs1).

(a) concrete (b) ground dependencies (c) list dependencies

Fig. 1. The append program and two abstractions.

As an intuitive example consider the well-known append program depicted in

Figure 1(a). The groundness dependency analysis for the relation append(X;Y;Z)

results in the formula (X ^ Y) $ Z interpreted as \X and Y are ground

i� Z is ground". This implies, for instance, the expected behavior for the two

common uses of append: (a) if X and Y are ground in a call append(X;Y;Z)

then Z is ground in the answer, and (b) if Z is ground in the call then X and Y

are ground in the answer.

A more general view of the domain Prop interprets propositional formulae

with respect to any downwards closed property on terms

3

(see [10]). A simple
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A property Pon terms is downwards closed if for all terms t; t

0

such that t
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is more

instantiated than t, P(t)) P(t

0
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example is the property list(term) which is true whenever term is a list. Under

this interpretation a Prop analysis for the relation append(X;Y;Z) results in

the formula X ^ (Y $ Z) meaning that \X is a list, and that Y is a list

i� Z is a list". This in itself is a simple form of type dependency information

(involving one incarnation of Prop) which implies for instance that: (a) if X and

Y are lists in a call append(X;Y;Z) then Z is a list in the answer, and (b) if Z

is a list in the call then X and Y are lists in the answer. Analyses of this sort are

considered in [12] as applications of Prop.

The analyses developed here are based on the approach of abstract compilation

[17] as applied in [9] for simple Prop analyses. Abstract compilation is an alterna-

tive to abstract interpretation [14] in which programs are analyzed by applying a

concrete semantics to an abstraction of the program. In [9], Prolog programs are

abstracted to so called \prop"-ositional logic programs which are no more than

Datalog programs involving two constant symbols: true and false. The abstract

programs have �nite meanings which are in turn shown to constitute analyses of

the original programs.

Example 1. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) illustrate abstractions of the append program for

groundness and list dependency analyses. These programs are interpreted over the re-

spective two valued logics fground;anyg and flist; anyg. The intended meaning of the

predicates i�(X;Y;Z) and list(X;Y) are \X is ground i� Y and Z are ground" and \X

is a list i� Y is a list". The predicates ground(X) and nil(X) are intended to mean

\X is ground" and \X is a list" respectively. The equations X = [ ], Xs = [X j Xs1]

and Zs = [X j Zs1] from Figure 1(a) are abstracted by the predicates ground(X),

i�(Xs;X;Xs1) and i�(Zs;X;Zs1) in Figure 1(b) and by nil(X), list(Xs;Xs1) and

list(Zs;Zs1) in Figure 1(c). The predicates i�=3, list=2, ground=1 and nil=1 are de-

�ned as follows:

iff(ground,ground,ground). list(list,list).

iff(any,ground,any). list(any,any).

iff(any,any,ground).

iff(any,any,any). nil(list).

ground(ground).

The (�nitely computable) minimal models of the two abstract programs are respectively

append(ground,ground,ground). append(list,list,list).

append(any,ground,any). append(list,any,any).

append(ground,any,any).

append(any,any,any).

Viewed as disjunctions and interpreted over the corresponding logics these models re-

spectively denote the propositional formula (X ^ Y) $ Z and X ^ (Y $ Z)

for the atom append(X;Y;Z).

The analyses developed in this paper are more general than our intuitive Ex-

ample 1 in two ways. Firstly, since programs may involve arguments of di�erent

types, it is necessary to consider multiple \incarnations" of Prop | one incar-

nation for each type involved. This enables us to derive dependencies between

arguments of di�erent types. Secondly, we extend our approach to obtain also

polymorphic type dependencies where it is possible to express types with param-

eters which take types as arguments.



To illustrate the relation between our notion of type dependency and the

notion of directional types proposed in [24, 1, 18] consider again the append

program from Figure 1(a). Our polymorphic analysis infers a type of the form

(

append(nil;X;X):

append(list(A);B;any) : � neq(B; list( )):

append(list(�); list(�); list()) : � lub(�;�; ):

)

where list(�) denotes the set of lists constructed from elements of type �, any de-

notes the set of all terms, lub(�; �;) speci�es the relation  = � t � on the lattice

of types and neq(A;B) speci�es that types A and B are di�erent. This result may be

queried as if it were a logic program. The abstract query ?- append(list(�),list(�),Z)

describes any call to append in which the �rst two arguments are lists of the same type.

The abstract answer Z=list(�) (obtained by considering that � t � = �) correctly

describes the behavior of the append program for this class of calls. The corresponding

(abstract) call/answer pair provides the same information as declared by the directional

type (list(�); list(�); any) ! (list(�); list(�); list(�)). Similarly, the abstract query ?-

append(X,Y,list()) describes any call to append in which the third argument is a list

of type . The set of abstract answers for this call is

�

X=list(�), Y=list(�)

�

�

 = � t �

	

:

The corresponding set of call/answer pairs provides a stronger dependency than the

directional type declaration (any;any; list(�)) ! (list(�); list(�); list(�)) in the spirit

of [18].

Our analyses are performed in two stages. First, a logic program P is abstracted to

a corresponding abstract type program P

�

which is guaranteed to have a �nite minimal

model. This model is then evaluated using a technique similar to that described in [9]

and constitutes a type dependency analysis for P.

The main contribution of this paper is the application of abstract compilation to

type dependency inference associating each type with an incarnation of the Prop do-

main and in particular the extension of this approach to include polymorphism. It is

this view which has led us to a concise and e�cient implementation of a non-trivial

polymorphic type reconstruction system which captures also type dependencies. The

simplicity of the approach and the ease in which an implementation is obtained are the

main bene�ts. It is interesting to observe that any approximation (from above) of the

success set of a program P can be viewed as specifying a dependency between calls to

P and the corresponding answers. In particular, the bottom-up frameworks of abstract

interpretation described in [4] and [7] are based on this observation. Hence, also the

close correspondence between the type-dependencies derived here in terms of abstract

compilation and the types inferred in [3] using abstract interpretation.

Previous work has also addressed the inference of types via program transformations

similar to our abstract compilation. Xu and Warren [25] propose a transformation of pro-

grams to type programs in which the constants of a program are replaced by the types

they belong to. A Prolog like theorem prover is applied to infer types from type programs

and depth abstraction imposed to ensure termination. Fr�uhwirth proposes an approach

combining program transformation and partial evaluation in [15]. Our approach is based

on a \structure preserving" transformation which replaces each term in a program by

a corresponding abstract term. Type inference is reduced to the problem of evaluating

the concrete meaning of the resulting abstract program. Various standard tools for per-

forming this task are readily available and no partial evaluation or theorem prover is

required. Consequently, the basic engine for the type analysis described here is the same



as the one used for groundness analysis described in [9]. The speci�c abstractions we

apply for type analysis emerge from the view that each type de�nition corresponds to an

incarnation of the domain Prop of propositional formulae. The interaction between these

incarnations results in a domain which may be viewed as a domain of set constraints.

In our system, solving such contraints is reduced to solving corresponding Prolog goals

and hence uses only the standard notions of resolution and uni�cation between terms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section provides some pre-

liminary notation. Section 3 describes the inference of dependencies in the presence of

monomorphic types. Section 4 extends these results for polymorphic types. Section 5

illustrates how the presence of open predicates in the bodies of the inferred types con-

tributes to the space- and time- e�ciency of our analyses. Section 6 provides a short

conclusion.

2 Preliminaries

Syntax: We assume the standard notation for logic programs as de�ned in [20]. A tuple

of distinct variables is sometimes denoted
�
x. We assume a �rst order language with a

�xed vocabulary of predicate symbols, function symbols and variables denoted �, �

and Var respectively. We assume that � and � include special type symbols which

do not occur in (concrete) programs and are used only in describing type dependencies

in abstract programs. Without loss of generality we assume that all programs are in a

normal form such that: each of the atoms occurring in a program clause is of the form

p(
�
x); and all explicit uni�cations are of the form x = y or x = t(

�
y) where x; y are

variables and t(
�
y) is a \at" term. Figure 1(a) is an example of a normal form program.

The predicate symbols: ground=1, i�=3, nil=1 and list=2 in Figures 1(b) and (c) are

examples of special type predicate symbols.

Semantics: Our analyses are implemented in terms of two di�erent bottom-up seman-

tics for logic programs. The monomorphic type analysis of a program P is performed

by evaluating the standard T

P

semantics of a corresponding abstract type program P

�

.

The minimal model of P

�

, denoted M(P

�

), constitutes a type analysis for P. For poly-

morphic type analyses a similar strategy is adopted, however, to this end, a semantics

for open programs is also considered. An open logic program is a program in which some

of the predicates are considered incomplete (or absent). The meaning of an open pro-

gram is given in terms of iterated unfoldings of the predicates de�ned in it, except that

the open predicates are not unfolded|the result is to specify the meaning of an open

program in terms of clauses in which the body may contain calls to open predicates.

The semantics we consider in this case is in principle a ground version of the bottom-up

semantics due to Bossi et al. and described in [5]. In our case, there are no \truly" open

predicates in the (abstract) type programs. However, certain predicates are viewed as

open in order to facilitate space e�ciency of the analyses. In Section 5 we illustrate that

this choice also improves the time e�ciency of analyses.

We note that our choice of ground versions of the two semantic de�nitions is due

to the nature and interpretation of our abstract programs. The ground meaning of an

abstract type program constitutes an analysis reecting possibly non-ground information

about the original logic program. In practice, however, we sometimes introduce non-

ground structures in the implementation to provide a more concise representation. In

such cases a non-ground structure is viewed as a representative of its ground instances.

Types: We assume a standard notion of type de�nitions the particular formalization

of which is not central to this paper. Any of those de�ned in [27], [3] or [18] may be



assumed. We assume a �xed type language consisting of sets of type variables and type

constructors. A type is either a type variable or an n-ary type constructor applied to n

types (n � 0). A 0-ary type is called a type constant . A type T denotes a set of terms

closed under substitution. If t is of type T we write t 2 T. For our purposes, it su�ces to

assume that every type T is associated with a corresponding predicate on terms which

speci�es the set of terms described by T.

Example 2. The monomorphic types list, dlist (for di�erence lists), tree, any and

bottom are respectively associated with the following predicates on terms:

1. list(t) � t = nil _ (t = [X jXs] ^ list(Xs));

2. dlist(t) � t = X �Y ^ list(X) ^ list(Y);

3. tree(t) � t = empty _ (t = tree(X;L;R) ^ tree(L) ^ tree(R));

4. any(t) � true; and 5. bottom(t) � false.

Example 3. In the following �, �,  and � denote type variables (with values ranging over

types) and �(t) is the predicate on terms associated with type �. The polymorphic types

list(�), tree(�) and dlist(�) are associated with the following predicates on terms:

1. list(�)(t) � t = nil _ (t = [X jXs] ^ �(X) ^ list()(Xs) ^ � = � t );

2. dlist(�)(t) � t = X �Y ^ list(�)(X) ^ list()(Y) ^ � t  = �;

3. tree(�)(t) � t = empty _

(t = tree(X;L;R) ^ �(X) ^ tree()(L) ^ tree(�)(R) ^ � = � t  t �).

A more general treatment of di�erence lists which considers also terms of the form

[1; 2; 3 jX] � X involving non-list structures can be found in [18]. However, the above

de�nition is su�cient to manage most uses of di�erence lists.

3 Inferring Monomorphic Type Dependencies

In this section we assume the �xed set of (constant) types f bottom/0, integer/0,

list/0,dlist/0,tree/0, any/0 g. Every (non-variable) term t in a program is associated

with a candidate type T. Since all non-variable terms in a normal form program occur

in an equation of the form X = t, our abstraction (de�ned below) may be viewed as

expressing a constraint between the types of X and some of the variables occurring in

t. For example, the constraint associated with the equation Xs = [X jXs1] is that Xs

is a list if and only if Xs1 is a list.

The Abstraction: The abstraction of a Prolog program P (or goal G) into a corre-

sponding abstract type program P

�

(or goal G

�

) is performed by replacing each of the

equations and built-ins in the normal form program by corresponding abstract predi-

cates which are speci�ed by suitable de�nitions. We de�ne the following abstraction �

on normal form equations. Let X = t be an equation in normal form. Then,

�(X = t) =

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

X = Y if t is a variable Y

integer(X) if t is an integer

list(X;Xs) if t = [Y jXs]

nil(X) if t = [ ]

dlist(X;H;T) if t = H�T

tree(X;L;R) if t = tree(Y;L;R)

empty(X) if t = empty

any(X) otherwise



The intended interpretation of the predicate list(X;Xs) is: \X is of type list if and

only if Xs is of type list". Namely, \X 2 list $ Xs 2 list". Likewise, tree(X;L;R)

is intended to mean \X 2 tree $ L 2 tree ^ R 2 tree" and dlist(X;H;T) that

\X 2 dlist $ H 2 list ^ T 2 list". The predicates nil(X) and empty(X) are

intended to denote the statements \X is a list" and \X is a tree" respectively. These

interpretations are obtained by the following de�nitions:

list(list,list). dlist(dlist,list,list).

list(any,X) : � neq(X,list). dlist(any,X, ) : � neq(X,list). type(integer).

dlist(any, ,X) : � neq(X,list). type(list).

nil(list). type(dlist).

integer(integer). tree(tree,tree,tree). type(tree).

empty(tree). tree(any,X, ) : � neq(X,tree). type(any).

any( ). tree(any, ,X) : � neq(X,tree).

neq(A,B) : � type(A), type(B), n+(A = B).

These de�nitions di�er from those in Example 1 due to the interaction between the

di�erent types involved. For instance: although the type integer is a subtype of any,

we must introduce the fact list(any; integer) to the interpretation of list=2. To see this,

consider the contrived program a(Xs) : � Xs = [X j Ys]; Ys = 3 which is abstracted

to a(Xs) : � list(Xs;Ys); integer(Ys). With the proposed interpretation of list=2, the

derived type is a(any). However, if the interaction between types is not considered (i.e.

the de�nition from Example 1 adopted) then the type for this program is erroneously

empty.

The Analysis: Let P be a logic program and M(P

�

) the minimal model of the corre-

sponding abstract type program P

�

. For any goal G, the type of the answers of G are

obtained by solving the corresponding abstract goal G

�

in M(P

�

).

Example4. Consider the following logic program P which rotates a list of elements. The

concrete and abstract clauses for append=3 are given in Figures 1 (a) and (c).

rotate(Xs,Ys) : � append(As,Bs,Xs), append(Bs,As,Ys).

The meaning of the abstract program is

M(P

�

) =

�

rotate(list; list); append(list;Y;Y); append(list; tree; any);

append(list; integer; any); append(list;dlist;any)

�

:

Note that di�erence between the meaning for append here and in Example 1 which is

due to the interaction between the various incarnations of Prop in the abstraction. As a

consequence, this result correctly describes the answer Z = [1; 2; 3 j 4] to the (unnatural)

query G = append([1;2; 3]; 4;Z). If M(P

�

) is queried by the corresponding abstract

goal G

�

= append(list; integer;Z) then the correct answer Z = any is obtained. On

the more \natural" side, we may infer that any answer for a call of the form rotate(X;Y)

in which X is a list will bind Y to a list (and vice versa).

Example5. Consider the following logic program P and its type abstraction P

�

(together

with the clauses for append=3 from Figure 1 (a) and (c)):



inorder(Tree,List) : � inorder(Tree,List) : �

Tree = tree(X,L,R), tree(Tree,L,R),

inorder(L,Ls), inorder(L,Ls),

inorder(R,Rs), inorder(R,Rs),

RList = [X|Rs], list(RList,Rs),

append(Ls,RList,List). append(Ls,RList,List).

inorder(Tree,List) : � inorder(Tree,List) : �

Tree = empty, empty(Tree),

List = []. nil(List).

The meaning of the abstract program is

M(P

�

) =

�

inorder(tree; list); append(list;Y;Y); append(list; tree; any);

append(list; integer; any); append(list;dlist; any)

�

:

Indeed, any answer for a call of the form inorder(X;Y) where X is a tree will bind Y

to a list and vice versa.

Example 6. Consider the following Prolog program P which together with the concrete

and abstract clauses for append=3 and inorder=2 from Figure 1 and Example 5 bal-

ances an ordered binary tree.

balance(Tree,BTree) : �

inorder(Tree,List), list to vartree(List,BTree), inorder(BTree,List).

list to vartree(List,Tree) : �

Head = [Tree|Tail], Queue = Head�Tail, ltv dl(List,Queue).

ltv dl(List,Queue) : �

Queue = Head�Tail, List = [], Tail = [], nilify(Head).

ltv dl(List,Queue) : �

Queue = Head � Tail, List = [ |Xs], Tree = tree( ,L1,L2),

Head = [Tree|Ls], Tail = [L1|Tail1], Tail1 = [L2|Tail2],

NewQ = Ls�Tail2, ltv dl(Xs,NewQ).

nilify(Head) : � Head = [].

nilify(Head) : � MT = empty, Head = [MT|Ls], nilify(Ls).

The concrete meaning of the corresponding abstract program P

�

contains the following

facts in addition to those obtained for the inorder program of Example 5:

�

balance(tree; tree); ltv dl(list;dlist); list to vartree(list; ); nilify(list)

	

:

Hence any answer for a call balance(X;Y) where X is a tree will bind Y to a tree.

The type analyses described above are domain dependent. If the underlying domain

of types is changed (e.g. a new type is added) then the analyses are no longer valid.

Consider for instance the type for append=3 (e.g. from Example 4). If a new type is

added to the underlying domain, e.g. a type real, then the program must be reanalyzed

and the result will contain a new fact append(list; real; any).

A domain independent analysis is obtained by considering a semantics in which the

predicate neq=2 is viewed as an open predicate. The semantics of a program in this

approach is a set of clauses in which the bodies may contain only open predicates. In

our case clauses may be simpli�ed by assuming that A and B must be di�erent in



any call of the form neq(A;B). The goal independent analysis for append=3 gives the

following type:

�

append(list;Z;Z):

append(list;Z;any) : � neq(Z; list)

�

:

Besides the advantage that the results of these analyses are domain independent, these

analyses are also computationally preferable as their complexity does not depend on the

size of the underlying domain. In the following section we elaborate on this approach

in the context of polymorphic type analyses for which the use of an open semantics is

critical to obtain practical results.

4 Inferring Polymorphic Type Dependencies

In this section we continue the approach of abstract compilation for type analysis

introducing the necessary mechanisms to support type polymorphism. We consider

the �xed set of types which can be formed from the set f bottom/0, integer/0,

list/1,dlist/1,tree/1, any/0 g of type constructors.

The Abstraction: The abstraction of equations is adapted as follows to capture poly-

morphism.

�(X = t) =

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

X = Y if t is a variable Y

integer(X) if t is an integer

list(A;X;Xs) if t = [A jXs]

nil(X) if t = [ ]

dlist(X;H;T) if t = H�T

tree(A;X;L;R) if t = tree(A;L;R)

empty(X) if t = empty

any(X) otherwise.

The intended interpretation of the predicates list(A;X;Xs), tree(A;X;L;R) and

dlist(X;H;T) are respectively:

X 2 list(C) $ (Xs 2 list(B) ^ C = A tB);

X 2 dlist(A) $ (H 2 list(B) ^ T 2 list(C) ^ A tC = B); and

X 2 tree(D) $ (L 2 tree(B) ^ R 2 tree(C) ^ D = A tB tC).

The predicates nil(X) and empty(X) are intended to denote respectively the set of lists

and trees in which all elements have the empty type. Namely, the nil list and the empty

tree. These functionalities are obtained by de�ning:

list(A,list(B),list(C)) : � lub(A,C,B). tree(A, tree(B), tree(C), tree(D)) : �

list( ,any,X) : � neq(X,list( )). lub(A,C,E), lub(E,D,B).

tree( ,any,X, ) : � neq(X,tree( )).

dlist(dlist(A),list(B),list(C)) : � lub(A,C,B). tree( ,any, ,X) : � neq(X,tree( )).

dlist(any,X, ) : � neq(X,dlist( )).

dlist(any, ,X) : � neq(X,dlist( )). lub(A,A,A). type(integer).

lub(bot,A,A). type(list( )).

nil(list(bot)). lub(A,bot,A). type(dlist( )).

empty(tree(bot)). lub(A,B,any) : � neq(A,B). type(tree( )).

type(any).

neq(A,B) : � type(A), type(B), n+(A=B).



It is important to observe that this de�nition imposes a depth 2 abstraction on the

domain of types. Generalizing this to a depth k abstraction is a technicality which we

ignore here.

The Analysis: Analyses are performed as in the monomorphic case by evaluating the

concrete meaning of the abstract program. The meaning of the abstract program speci�es

its polymorphic type.

Example 7. The abstract polymorphic type program for the append program in Figure

1(a) is:

append(Xs,Y,Y) : � nil(Xs).

append(Xs,Ys,Zs) : � list(X,Xs,Xs1), list(X,Zs,Zs1), append(Xs1,Ys,Zs1).

The meaning of the abstract program is

append(list(integer),list(list( )),list(any)). append(list(A),list(A),list(A)).

append(list(list( )),list(integer),list(any)). append(list(A),list(bot),list(A)).

append(list(integer),list(dlist( )),list(any)). append(list(any),list( ),list(any)).

append(list(dlist( )),list(integer),list(any)). append(list( ),list(any),list(any)).

append(list(integer),list(tree( )),list(any)).

append(list(tree( )),list(integer),list(any)).

append(list(list( )),list(dlist( )),list(any)). append(list(bot),A,A).

append(list(dlist( )),list(list( )),list(any)). append(list(bot),tree( ),any).

append(list(list( )),list(tree( )),list(any)). append(list( ),integer,any).

append(list(tree( )),list(list( )),list(any)). append(list( ),dlist( ),any).

append(list(dlist( )),list(tree( )),list(any)). append(list( ),tree( ),any).

append(list(tree( )),list(dlist( )),list(any)). append(list( ),any,any).

It is interesting to observe that the result of this analysis can be equivalently represented

by the clauses:

append(list(bot),A,A).

append(list(A),list(B),list(C)) : � lub(A,B,C).

append(list( ),B,any) : � neq(B,list( )).

in which the predicates lub=3 and neq=2 are de�ned as before. In the following we

describe how this more concise representation can be obtained directly by treating lub=3

and neq=2 as open predicates and applying a suitable semantic function.

As programs and/or the domain of types grow larger it becomes crucial to maintain

a concise representation in the implementation. In fact the polymorphic type analysis

for the balance program of Example 6 is already not reasonable following the naive

approach (see Table 1 below). Instead, we follow an approach in which lub=3 and neq=2

predicates in the bodies of the (abstract) clauses are viewed as open predicates and hence

not unfolded in the evaluation of the least �xed point. As illustrated in Example 7, this

contributes to our aim. A bottom-up semantics for programs with open predicates is

de�ned in [5]. The basic idea is to enhance the notion of interpretation to include clauses

which may contain calls to open predicates. The meaning of a program is obtained as

the least �xed point of an operator which unfolds program clauses with the clauses in an

interpretation. The result of the evaluation is a set of clauses which contain only open

predicates in the bodies. The standard meaning of the program is obtained by further

unfolding these clauses with the clauses de�ning the open predicates.

The problem with this approach is that termination is not guaranteed even over a

�nite domain as the clauses in an interpretation may become arbitrarily long [8]. In [16],

the authors illustrate how this problem can be solved in the general case by unfolding

clauses in an interpretation only if there is no observable di�erence with respect to

program composition. This solution is based on the observation that since the domain

is �nite, there are only �nitely many possible meanings after composition. However, in



our case, the situation is more simple because although we view certain predicates as

open, their de�nition is known. This contrasts the general case where open predicates

are viewed as partially de�ned or absent. In our case, we adopt the approach that a

candidate clause is added to the set of collected clauses only if it is not subsumed by the

previously collected clauses. Namely, only if unfolding the body of the candidate clause

gives information not obtained by solving the bodies of the previously collected clauses.

This is only possible because the de�nitions of the open predicates are available.

De�nition 1. subsumption-I

Let C and P be a clause and a set of clauses containing predicates de�ned in a program

Q. We say that C is subsumed by P with respect to Q if

M(P [Q) =M(P [Q [ fCg):

The main inadequacy of this approach is that testing for subsumption is costly. Hence

we adopt a more relaxed approach in which a candidate clause is added to the set of

collected clauses if it is not subsumed by any single clause in the set of collected clauses.

Note that a clause may be subsumed by a set of clauses yet not subsumed by any single

clause in the set. However, in this case the only \harm" is the addition of redundant

clauses to the meaning of a program. In theory the number of redundant clauses that

can be added is exponential in the size of the abstract domain and in the number of

arguments of the predicates and hence the number of extra iterations is potentially very

large (see [16] for a discussion on this). However in practice we �nd this approach far

more e�cient than testing if clauses are subsumed by a set of clauses.

De�nition 2. subsumption-II

We say that a clause C

1

subsumes a clause C

2

with respect to a program Q if

M(Q [ fC

1

g) �M(Q [ fC

2

g):

Example8. Consider the polymorphic append program from Example 7. The �rst it-

eration of the type evaluation gives:

�

append(list(bot);Y;Y):

	

:

The second iteration adds:

�

append(list(A); list(B); list(C)) : � lub(A;B;C):

append(list( );B; any) : � neq(B; list( )):

�

:

The third iteration attempts to add the clause:

�

append(list(A); list(B); list(C)) : � lub(D;E;A); lub(F;D;C); lub(E;B;F):

	

however this clause is subsumed by the clause

append(list(A); list(B); list(C)) : � lub(A;B;C):

and so a �xed point is reached.

There are several advantages in viewing lub=3 and neq=2 as open predicates. First,

because otherwise the size of the meaning of abstract programs grows exponentially

with the size of the type domain. But more interesting is the observation that testing for

subsumption of clauses can often be performed in an e�cient and domain independent

fashion. We illustrate this in the next section. But �rst,



Example 9. The concrete (open) meanings of the polymorphic type programs for rotate,

inorder, and balance from Examples 4, 5 and 6 are obtained by our system as:

rotate(list(A),list(A)). ltv dl(list( ),dlist( )).

inorder(tree(A),list(A)). ltv dl(list( ),any).

balance(tree(A),tree(A)). nilify(list(bot)).

append(list(bot),Y,Y). nilify(list(tree(bot))).

append(list( ),B,any) : � neq(B,list( )). list to vartree(list( ), ).

append(list(A),list(B),list(C)) : � lub(A,B,C).

5 Checking for Subsumption

The implementation of the analysis collects clauses until some iteration of the algorithm

adds no new clauses. Every candidate clause for collection is tested to see if it is subsumed

by one of the previously collected clauses. Note that the implementation of the bottom-up

semantics described in Section 3 can also be applied to test the condition M(Q[fC

1

g) �

M(Q[fC

2

g) for clauses C

1

;C

2

and program Q. Observe also that the size of Q, which

in our case encodes a least upper bound operation, is exponential in the size of the type

lattice. In addition, for given clauses C

1

and C

2

the cost of evaluating M(Q [ fC

i

g) is

exponential in the size of Q.

Considering clauses in the implementation e�ects the e�ciency of the analysis in

several ways: the size of the representation, the number of subsumption checks and

the cost of each check. As illustrated by Example 7, the size of the representation is

reduced drastically. Consequently, the number of subsumption checks is also reduced.

Consider the third iteration in the analysis of Example 8. Three clauses have been

previously collected, so three subsumption checks are required. However, in an analysis

which collects facts instead of clauses there are more checks to perform. In Example 7,

the third iteration generates 340 facts (with repetitions) each of which has to be tested

with 22 facts previously collected.

Testing for subsumption is of course more costly when clauses are considered instead

of facts, however there are several ways to reduce this cost. The open lub=3 predicates

in a clause can be simpli�ed due to the algebraic properties of a least upper bound

operator. For example, the clause a(X;Y) : � lub(A;B;X); lub(B;A;Y) is simpli�ed

to a(X;X) : � lub(A;B;X) because of commutativity and the fact that the third

argument in a lub predicate is a function of the �rst two. The resulting clause may be

replaced by the fact a(X;X) because the variables A and B are existentially quanti�ed

and lub(X;X;X) is an axiom. In addition, any clause which contains a call of the form

neq(a; a) (where a is a non-variable term) may be disregarded (in practice clauses of this

type occur quite often). The cost of performing simpli�cations of this type is independent

from the size of the underlying domain.

Finally, we illustrate here an e�cient technique to test for subsumption between

(possibly simpli�ed) clauses which contain only lub=3 predicates and no constant sym-

bols in the bodies. In this case, instead of testing for subsumption over the type domain,

it is su�cient to test over the domain f0; 1g. More precisely,

Theorem3. Let D be a �nite lattice of types, let Q be the clauses de�ning the relation

lub=3 on D, let Q

0

=

�

lub(0;0; 0); lub(0; 1; 1); lub(1;0; 1); lub(1; 1; 1)

	

be the

set of facts de�ning the relation lub=3 on f0; 1g and let C

1

and C

2

be clauses in which

the bodies contain only calls to lub=3 predicates which do not involve constant symbols.

If C

1

subsumes C

2

with respect to Q

0

then C

1

subsumes C

2

with respect to Q.



To appreciate the impact of this result consider the following,

Example10. To determine if the clause append(list(A); list(B); list(C))  lub(A;B;C)

subsumes the clause

append(list(A); list(B); list(C))  lub(D;E;A); lub(F;D;C); lub(E;B;F)

(see Example 8) it is su�cient to determine if any solution of lub(D;E;A), lub(F;D;C),

lub(E;B;F) (restricted to fA;B;Cg) is a solution of lub(A;B;C) over the domain f0; 1g.

This is implied by the �rst order formula:

(A _B$ C) ! 9

D;E;F

: (D _ E$ A) ^ (F _D$ C) ^ (E _B$ F)

which can be be validated using known techniques (see for example [12]). It is interesting

to observe that the conclusion of this check is valid for any arbitrarily large domain of

types.

Theorem 3 follows from a well-known result of Universal Algebra which states that

the validity of a universally quanti�ed implication of the form

 =

n

^

i=0

u

i

t v

i

= w

i

)

m

^

i=0

u

0

i

t v

0

i

= w

0

i

where u

i

;v

i

;w

i

;u

0

i

; v

0

i

;w

0

i

are variables ranging over a semi-lattice (D;t), is determined

from its validity over f0; 1g. The statement is true also if  contains the constants

corresponding to the top and/or bottom elements of D

4

. In this case these constants

should be mapped to f0; 1g respectively. Similar results can be proven if D contains \a

few" additional constants. for a discussion on this see [11].

Theorem 3 follows because for any semi-lattice D and D

0

�D,

(8)

D

9

�x2D

' ( 9

�x2D

8

(vars(')n�x)2D

' ( 9

�x
2D

0
8

(vars(')n�x)2D

'

where (8)

D

' denotes the universal closure of ' over the underlying domain D. Moreover,

we can check if 8

vars(')n�x2D

' is true by enumeration over D

0

and in case D

0

= f0; 1g

the resulting universally quanti�ed implications can be veri�ed over f0; 1g

5

.

A direct consequence of this result is that we succeed to maintain both space e�-

ciency (due to the presence of open predicates) as well as time e�ciency (due to Theorem

3). Moreover, in many cases the entire analysis can be performed in a domain indepen-

dent way.

6 Discussion

The analyses described in this paper are implemented in Prolog and consist of 150 lines

of code for the analyzer which is based on \standard" T

P

semantics and 400 lines for

the analyzer which is based on an open semantics. Table 1 illustrates the advantage of

considering an open semantics in analyses of this type. The �rst column of numbers

indicates the time (in seconds running on a SPARC1 station) and the space (number of

facts) costs for the analyzer based on the T

P

semantics. The next column contains the

4

In case D is also a lattice then both exist.

5

Note that it is straightforward to transform an implication of the form (8) '! 9
�
x 

(such as that in Example 8) to an equation of the form (8)9
�
x '

0

!  .



time and space (number of clauses) costs for the analyzer based on the open semantics.

All numbers refer to the polymorphic type analysis. We note that lower level optimiza-

tions to speedup the �xed point evaluation have not been considered. Based on the

experience of [9] we anticipate a 30-50% speedup for the example programs considered

here (and bigger improvement for large programs). Finally, it is important to stress that

the improvements in time and space e�ciency do not come at the expense of precision

of the analysis.

[th]

program T

P

(time space) open (time space)

append 2.42 s 22 0.07 s 3

rotate 2.52 s 23 0.08 s 4

inorder 4.93 s 23 0.17 s 4

q rotate 20.50 s 43 0.33 s 6

balance 5246.00 s 53 2.80 s 11

Table 1. Time and space costs of polymorphic type analyses.

The main contribution of this paper is the application of abstract compilation to

polymorphic type inference associating each type with an incarnation of the Prop do-

main. It is this view which has led us to a concise and e�cient implementation of a

type system. Of particular interest is the application of an open semantics and algebraic

simpli�cation to obtain time and space e�cient analyses.
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